
 

 
 

Book Club Discussion Guide 
 

Thank you for choosing A Perfumer’s Secret for your book club. Wishing you wonderful, rich 
discussions that will transport you to the flower fields of France! 
 
And if you would like me to join one of your meetings by Skype, I’d be delighted. Please contact me 
at adria@velvetmorningpress.com. 
 

1. Zoe’s mother, Barbara Rose, only appears in the novel through flashbacks or Zoe’s 
memories, yet she is much more than a minor character. Is she a driving force behind the 
story—why or why not? What does Barbara Rose represent for Zoe? 

2. Mother-daughter relationships are a major focus in the novel. How is Loulou’s relationship 
with her mother similar to that of Zoe and Barbara Rose? How are the two mother-daughter 
relationships different? 

3. On the outside, Zoe appears strong and confident. But, as the reader knows, she hides 
behind the scent of tears. What are Zoe’s biggest fears? Does she end up conquering them? 
If so, how? 

4. Barbara Rose is described as an exceptional talent when it comes to perfumery. Do you 
believe this? Why or why not? How does Barbara Rose’s reputation shape Zoe as a perfumer 
and as a woman? 

5. What role does scent play in the relationship between Zoe and Philippe? Does rivalry bring 
them together or tear them apart? Explain. 

6. Zoe and Philippe are mirror images of each other—true or false. Explain. 
7. Why does Loulou decide to trust Zoe? What does she find in Zoe that she doesn’t have in 

her relationship with her parents? 
8. What role did Marie-Odile play in the family and in the lives of Barbara Rose and Loulou? 
9. How did Zoe, Philippe and Loulou evolve as the story progressed? Was perfumery as 

important to them at the end of the book as it was at the beginning? 
10. In your opinion, what is the perfumer’s “secret”? Is it something concrete or something 

much more abstract? 
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“An intriguing story.” 

– Anne Girard, author of Madame Picasso 
 

 

Passion, rivalry and family secrets in the South of France… 

 

 

Zoe inherits a perfume scent that could be the key to understanding 

her mother’s long-lost family and hidden past. It could also help her 

win a prestigious fragrance contract—and defeat her passionate rival, 

Philippe, once and for all. 

 

But when the formula is mysteriously stolen, she must embark on a 

life-changing quest to retrieve it. Set in the fragrant flower fields of 

Provence, this “beautifully written” (Readers’ Favorite) tale will send 

you on a stunningly “descriptive journey into a perfumer’s world” 

(best-selling author Juliette Sobanet). 

 
 
 
 

 

Adria J. Cimino is the author of the Amazon best-selling novel Paris, 

Rue des Martyrs, as well as A Perfumer's Secret, Close to Destiny, and The 

Creepshow. She also co-founded boutique publishing house Velvet 

Morning Press. Prior to jumping into the publishing world full time, 

she spent more than a decade as a journalist at news organizations 

including The AP and Bloomberg News. 

 

She lives in Paris with her husband Didier, daughter Phèdre and son 

Orphée. When she isn’t writing, you can find Adria at her 

neighborhood café watching the world go by. 

 

 

Email: adria@velvetmorningpress.com 

Website: http://adriajcimino.com 

Twitter: @Adria_in_Paris 

FB: AdriaJ.inParis 
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